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We investigate the Stephenson-Kilmister-Yang (SKY) gravitational Lagrangian in the framework
of SO(3, 1) gauge theories. It is proved that by an appropriate choice of dynamical variables this
theory can be cast in a Hamiltonian form. Thirty-six dynamical variables X"( )(p), Y ' '~' resemble
the electric field and the magnetic induction in Yang-Mills theories of internal symmetries. Their
evolution is governed by a Maxwell-type system of differential equations. There are 16 constraints
for the initial values of the dynamical variables, of which 10 are first class and 6 are second class.
The full gauge group of the theory is parametrized by 13 "functions" on spacetime and is essentially
larger than the 10-parameter full gauge group of generic SO(3, 1) theories of gravity. Additional 3-
parameter gauge transformations in the set of field variables are generated by a nonstandard action of
Lorentz boosts. There are 3 gauge variables related to these transformations. Only 10 of the 13
gauge transformations act independently in the set of dynamical variables. Therefore the theory has
36—(16+10)= 10 independent degrees of freedom in the phase space. It is also shown that the SKY
gravity naturally couples to matter Yang-Mills fields maintaining all of its features. A brief discus-
sion of a conceivable coupling with vector matter fields is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

(El) ( )=|)L/5e' 'g=O,

(E2) ( )(p) ——u. ger, ('(')=O .

(1.1a)

(1.1b)

Such a picture is standard in contemporary SO(3, 1) or
SL(2,C) gauge formulations of gravity (cf. papers by
Trautman, Hehl, von der Heyde, and co-workers, '

Tseytlin, Ivanenko and Sandanashvily, Ne'eman, '

Szczyrba, " Antonowicz and Szczyrba, ' Blagoevic and
Nikolic, ' ' and Csrensing and Grensing' ) and the most
natural gravitational Lagrangian for such a theory is con-
structed from the scalar curvature R and invariants quad-
ratic in torsion and curvature. Several such quadratic La-
grangians were-proposed and examined in the literature
(Yang, ' Fairchild and co-workers, ' ' Hehl, von der

There are at least two reasons why quadratic Lagrang-
ians became a field of profound interest in gravitation.

(i) First, the development of gauge theories of internal
symmetries in elementary-particle physics inspired
research in gauge formulations of the Einstein theory. '

This inevitably led to the Sciama-Kibble-Trautman gauge
approach to gravity and to the replacement of standard
Riemann-Einstein spacetimes with Riem ann-Cartan
geometries.

Treating tetrad and connection coefficients as indepen-
dent variational potentials we take torsion and curvature
as corresponding field strengths and then the gravitational
Lagrangian L is an invariant density constructed from
tetrad and connection coefficients as well as from their
first partial derivatives. The field equations follow from
the Einstein-Palatini variational principle with the tetrad
components e ' '„and the connection coefficients I &' "~'

as independent variational potentials. Therefore we have
two subsets of field equations:

Heyde and co-workers, Nieh and Rauch' Neville, Sez-
gin and van Nieuwenhuizen, ' Hayashi and Shirafuji,
Miyamoto, Nakano, Ohtani, and Tarnura, Fukui and
co-workers, and Schweitzer ).

Some authors investigated classical solutions of such
theories (spherical and axially symmetric, plane waves):
Baekler- Yasskin, Hehl and co-workers, ' Lenzen,
Baekler, McCrea, ' Berm, Derelli, and Tucker,
Zhang, Mielke, Chen, Chem, Hsu, and Yeung,
Cannale, De Ritis, and Tarantino, and Muller and
Schmidt. Others discussed the linear approximations of
particular theories and their particle spectra: Sezgin
and van Nieuwenhuizen, ' Hayashi and co-workers.
Problems related to the Birkhoff theorem were investigat-
ed profoundly by Rauch and Nieh in a general case, and
by Riegert in conformal gravity. Strominger proved
the positive-energy theorem for a special quadratic La-
grangian.

(ii) Second, essential difficulties in the quantization of
Einstein s gravity have stimulated interest in higher-order
gravitational Lagrangians built from invariants of the cur-
vature tensor. In the 1960s DeWitt ' suggested that
quadratic terms in the gravitational Lagrangian may cure
the divergence problems. Detailed calculations on the re-
normalizability of higher-order Lagrangians in gravity
were performed by Stelle, Julve and Tonin, Salam and
Stradthdee, Tomboulis, Hasslacher and Mottola,
Fradkin and Tseytlin, Kaku, Boulware, Horowitz and
Strominger, and Kawasaki and co-workers. The most
recent results in that direction and a comprehensive bib-
liography can be found in Refs. 51—56.

Let us observe an essential difference between classical
(i) and quantum (ii) approaches to quadratic gravitational
Lagrangians. In the classical SO(3, 1) gauge picture the
tetrad and connection coefficients are treated as indepen-
dent variational potentials and torsion appears naturally
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in the theory. In the papers devoted to quantum aspects
of the problem the Einstein-Hilbert picture prevails. The
connection coefficients are computed from tetrads (from
the metric) by means of the Levi-Civita formula. Space-
time is always Riemannian and torsion is absent.

To be precise there are, however, some papers devoted
to the quantum aspects of the gravitational theories with
torsion ' ' but Riemann-Cartan spacetimes are not very
popular in quantum gravity yet.

On the classical level the field equations derived from
the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) and Einstein-Palatini (EP) vari-
ational principles are not equivalent (only for the Einstein
Lagrangian in vacuum do they lead to the same field
equations). Let us take as an example the Stephenson-
Kilmister- Yang (SKY) Lagrangian

I. = ) &—gR ~„R p"" . (1.2)

—R ~",R p"']=0 . (1.3)

In general, the Einstein-Palatini approach gives rise to
spacetimes with torsion. If we consider, however, a spe-
cial case of Riemannian spacetimes satisfying the EP vari-
ational equations for the SKY Lagrangian then we get the
system

V R P~=O

—'g" R P R "—R P" R '=0.E7. aP 7 aP

(1.4a)

(1.4b)

It is easy to see that on the level of Riemannian space-
times the EP SKY equations (1.4) have fewer solutions
than the EH SKY equations (1.3). On the other hand, the
SKY equations in a Riemann-Cartan spacetime have ad-
ditional solutions with torsion and we may conclude that
the sets of solutions for EP and EH SKY equations are
completely different.

First-order theories derived from the Einstein-Palatini
variational principle can be cast in a Hamiltonian form
based on the natural symplectic (Poisson) structure in the
set of all conceivable configurations of their fields. "'
For second-order theories a general symplectic-
Hamiltonian formulation has not been presented in the
literature yet. Efforts of several authors have not given
rise to any essential progress in that field. The for-
mula for the symplectic two-form seems to be particularly
elusive. Recently, however, the present author has found
a new approach to the problem that enabled him to define
a symplectic two-form for any gravitational theory with
second- (and higher-) order Lagrangians, find appropriate
dynamical variables for the theory in question, as well as
write the dynamical and constraint equations in terms
of these variables. Moreover, a complete canonical
classification of Lagrangians quadratic in the curvature
tensor has been accomplished.

The results of that paper correspond to Boulware's
analysis of quadratic Lagrangians in gravity. Taking
into account these two papers we may state that both the

In the Einstein-Hilbert picture spacetime is Riemannian
and we get the following system of fourth-order equations
for the components of a metric:

—'[V' V (R "~ "+R"~ ')+ 'g""R ~ —R

k k
(a)(p) — e R (a)(p)0

yk (a)(P) & ~kuv R (a)(P)
uv

(1.5a)

(1.5b)

[The caret over the symbol of a geometric object denotes
its components in a special coordinate system compatible
with the slicing (cf. Appendix A).] We may write Eqs.
(1.4a) in Maxwell form:

DOX "(~)(p)=E"""( 8„+B„lXn)( Y"( )(p)p ),
kDk+ (a)(p) =0 ~

(1.6)

(1.7)

Here P;J =(g) '~
g,~

is the three-metric density of weight
—1 on slices and the covariant 3-derivatives Do and D),
are defined in Appendix A.

The relations between the connection coe%cients and
the curvature tensor give rise to the second pair of the
Maxwell equations:

f' D yk(~)(P) ~kuU(t D +g in~)(Xr(a)(P) —
)

f D yk (a)(p) 0

(1.8)

(1.9)

The system (1.6)—(1.9) resembles the Maxwell form of the
Yang-Mills equations with X ( )(p) corresponding to the
electric field E ~ and F ' "p' to the magnetic induction
~kA

Equations (1.4b) can be formulated as constraints for
the dynamical variables

GppjX (a)(p) Y —0j(a)(p)

~k ~s(a)(P)+ yk ys(a)(P) 0(a)(p~ (a)(p)

(1.10)

Therefore we have 18+ 18=36 dynamical equations (1.6)
and (1.8) for 36 dynamical variables (1.5) as well as
6+ 9=15 constraints (1.7), (1.10), and (1.11) for the

EP and EH variational principles give rise to infinite-
dimensional Hamiltonian systems. Thus, both approaches
are acceptable from the physical point of view, especially
if quantizations of those systems are considered. '

The SO(3, 1) theories, however, form a much richer
class and their dynamics reveals many interesting
features, which has not been observed for systems of the
EH field equations. Without any doubt peculiarities of
the SO(3, 1) dynamics have their counterparts in the struc-
ture of supergravity theories, which are considered to be
much more viable than SO(3, 1) models.

In the present paper we study the SKY system in
Riemann-Cartan spacetime. In spite of a strong degenera-
cy of the SKY Lagrangian our analysis leads to a reason-
able and consistent dynamical picture. These results
question arguments given by some authors against SKY
gravity, which in our opinion are based on an incomplete
analysis of its structure.

In view of present results we may expect to have an
ample class of SO(3, 1) theories with a consistent dynam-
ics. Some of them share certain characteristics of SKY
gravity and others are different.

Now we outline the results of the present paper.
For a fixed slicing of spacetime in a family of three-

dimensional surfaces we take the following quantities as
the dynamical variables:
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dynamical variables. [Equations (1.9) follow from the Bi-
anchi identities and therefore they do not bring any new
information. ] As we show in Sec. V this system of con-
straints is incomplete. There exists a sixteenth constraint
providing the time conservation of (1.11).

Such a formulation of the dynamics is very elegant.
Only the role of the metric density y;~ seems to be un-
clear. We prove in Sec. V that this quantity can be deter-
mined algebraically in terms of the dynamical variables
and their spatial derivatives up to a conformal (scale) fac-
tor ~. The function ~ satisfies a first-order partial
differential equation on slices, which can be solved by the
method of characteristics. Therefore the metric density

y;~ on slices can be treated as a quantity depending func-
tionally on the dynamical variables and on the lapse 1V (N
enters the above-mentioned partial differential equation
for r). Now the constraints are consistent with the dy-
namics and the formal initial-value problem is well posed.

In order to determine the number of independent de-
grees of freedom of the theory in question we have to
know the full group of its gauge transformations. SO(3, 1)
theories are always invariant with respect to local Lorentz
rotations and the action of the diffeomorphism group of
spacetime. Surprisingly, the gauge group for SKY gravity
is essentially larger. We have the following set of gauge
transformations preserving the set of solutions: (i) DiffM
transformations with 4 gauge variables N and N"; (ii)
standard SO(3) rotations with 3 gauge variables f'o"""',
(iii) standard boost transformations with 3 gauge variables
n I'; (iv) nonstandard SO(3) rotations with 3 gauge vari-
ables expressed by three of nine triad components e "k',
(v) nonstandard boost transformations with 3 gauge vari-
ables f'O' "". The detailed analysis shows that in the
space of the dynamical variables X"[ ~[p], Y ' "~' only the
transformations (i), (ii), and (v) act independently. These
transformations correspond to 10 gauge variables N, N,
f'o' "~', which appear in the dynamical field equations.

Eventually, we have 36 dynamical variables subject to
16 constraints and 10 gauge transformations. That
means, we have 36—(16 + 10)=10 independent degrees
of freedom in the phase space (five degrees of freedom in
the configuration space).

The fact that SKY gravity is a direct gravitational
counterpart of Yang-Mills theories of internal symmetries
is evidently seen when we couple these two fields. Such a
system is naturally consistent for the energy-momentum
tensor of the Yang-Mills fields is symmetric and traceless.
Coupling SKY gravity to other matter fields causes some
problems but even those can be overcome. We discuss
these questions in Sec. VI.

The present paper is the first of a planned series devot-
ed to the dynamics of quadratic Lagrangians in space-
times with torsion. It is based on ideas and methods
developed in our previous papers devoted to the dynamics
of SO(3, 1), SL(2,C), and GL(4,R) gauge theories of gravi-
ty."' ' The analysis of general gravitational La-
grangians performed in Refs. 11, 12, and 65 indicates that
for particular Lagrangians the problem of dynamical vari-
ables, their evolution, constraints, gauge transformations,
and independent degrees of freedom should be studied for
each case separately. Even in the Einstein-Cartan theory

with tensor or spinor matter fields the situation is essen-
tially different for different matter Lagrangians.

The analysis of the SKY theory confirms this point of
view. Here, new gauge transformations appear of which
the nonstandard action of boosts is the most interesting.
This gauge invariance induces three new gauge variables
f'o'0"'. [In the Einstein-Cartan (EC) theory these quanti-
ties are determined as functions of the dynamical vari-
ables and the translational gauge variable X.] Also the
role of the three-metric g;~ on slices is different in both
theories. In the EC theory g;~ are dynamical quantities.
In SKY gravity, on the contrary, they are not dynamical
and can be determined by means of the dynamical and
gauge variables.

We may expect that for other gravitational theories the
dynamical picture has its own features and such an
analysis for various classes of gravitational Lagrangians
will be the subject of our subsequent publications. Espe-
cially interesting is the case of Hehl —von der Heyde-type
Lagrangians with dynamical torsion whose Hamiltonian
analysis has recently been accomplished.

The Hamiltonian dynamics of quadratic Lagrangians in
gravity was also discussed by Blagoevic and Nikolic. ' '
These authors separated subclasses of Lagrangians qua-
dratic in torsion and curvature that have the same types
of primary constraints. Unfortunately, they did not
present a complete set of constraints restricting the discus-
sion to the secondary ones. Our analysis of the SKY
theory, where a nontrivial tertiary constraint appears,
shows that higher-order constraints are essential in the
dynamical picture.

Finally, we ~ould like to say a few words about the
history of the Lagrangian (1.2). The essential paper that
led to further investigation in this direction was that by
Yang. ' Observing that the field equations in gauge field
theories of internal symmetries can be treated as condi-
tions for sourceless fields

where

gIip, gag Ip, gag lk+ I g LA g My,

Yang derived Eqs. (1.4a) as the conditions for a sourceless
GL(4,R) gauge field represented by the Levi-Civita con-
nection of a metric on spacetime. Yang's paper inspired a
series of publications devoted to the system (1.4a).
Pavelle ' observed that this system had already been
proposed by Kilmister and Newman in the 1960s. Later
Hehl with collaborators added one more name as they
discovered Stephenson's contribution to the problem (see
also Higgs ). Pavelle, ' Ni, ' and Thompson proved
that all vacuum solutions of Einstein's equations satisfy
(1.4a). Ni gave a more profound analysis of the problem
pointing out that all vacuum solutions of the Einstein
theory with a cosmological constant as well as all solu-
tions of Nordstrom's theory satisfy (1.4a). Moreover,
other non-Einsteinian solutions for (1.4a) were
found 67,68, 71 —74

These papers proved that the system (1.4a) does not
satisfy the Birkhoff theorem. In particular, the two-
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parameter family of solutions discussed in Ref. 73 con-
tains the Schwarzschild metric and all metrics of this fam-
ily except the Schwarzschild one have "naked" singulari-
ties as r =0. The system (1.4a) has a lot of unphysical
solutions even for the stationary SO(3)-symmetric case.
The situation changes if we consider the complete system
(1.4a), (1.4b). Hackler, Hehl, and Mielke found all tor-
sionless spherically symmetric solutions for the SKY sys-
tem (1.4). They are the Schwarzschild —de Sitter, Nariai
and Ni metrics (see also Refs. 26 and 75).

Therefore the complete SKY system (1.4) has a much
more reasonable set of solutions than the original one
(1.4a) and can be taken as the basis for a physical theory
of a model character. On the other hand, such a reason-
able reduction of the set of solutions may be considered as
a strong argument in favor of the Einstein-Palatini varia-
tional principle in gravity.

Notation. Throughout the paper greek indices run from
0 to 3, latin indices run from 1 through 3. D~ denotes the
SO(3, 1)-covariant derivative and strictly corresponds to

in Refs. 64, 65, and 12. D0 and Dk are SO(3)-
covariant derivatives on the surfaces of the slicing. In
Refs. 64, 65, and 12 they were denoted by capital script
characters. The dagger-covariant derivatives D0 and

Dk are defined in Appendix A. The reader should take
into account the difference between D~ and m~ opera-
tors. The symbols y;~ and 8;~ are used to denote tensor
densities of weight —1 on three-dimensional slices. In
contrast to Refs. 64, 65, and 12, in the present paper ten-
sor densities of weight + 1 are denoted by roman charac-
ters and not by script ones.

then the field equations (2.2b) can be rewritten as

1 e (0 )(p) pv~cu
4 &(a)(p)(p)(o )Dp (2.2b')

On the other hand, the energy-momentum equations
(2.2a) read

(El)~ = —e( R( i(p) R

+-R,.„„.„+R'"P'~ )=0,
where

+R (a)(p) ] (R (a)(p) +eR s(a)(p)
)VCO VCO- VAP

(2.2a')

are the self- and anti-self-dual parts of the Riemann ten-
sor, respectively. We see that for self- and anti-self-dual
curvature tensors the field equations (2.2a') are satisfied.
Moreover, in this case Eqs. (2.2b') are satisfied by virtue
of the Bianchi identities for the Riemann tensor. We con-
clude that the vacuum SKY equations have at least two
subclasses of solutions consisting of self- and anti-self-dual
connections. In a special case of vanishing torsion we
have, from (2.4),

2

—(fi R P —fi R P+fiP~ —fiP R ).
(2.4')

Therefore for Riemannian spacetimes the self-dual
geometries satisfy the equations

(2.5)

II. THE COVARIANT FORMULATION OF THE SKY
THEORY OF GRAVITY

We start with the following gravitational Lagrangian: R„=const)&5 „(Einstein spaces) . (2.5')

By virtue of the contracted Bianchi identities (2.5) are
equivalent to

L =—eA pvR(a)(p) ~

(a)(p) PV

Its Euler-Lagrange equations read

(2.1) Similarly, for the anti-self-dual Riemannian case we get

R =0, C p"'=0 (Nordstrom spaces),

(El) (
)=5L/6e' 'g= V ( )=0,

(E2)a fiL /fil ( )(P)

= —D&(eR(~)(p) ) =0

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

is the canonical energy-momentum tensor of the gravita-
tional field. This quantity is symmetric and traceless.

A very important question is whether the system of
variational equations (2.2) has any solution. Recently,
some interesting results in that direction have been ob-
tained by Baekler and co-workers„McCrea, ' Berm,
Derelli, and Tucker, and others. In particular, the
following duality principle was proposed in Refs. 27 and
75. If we define the involutive double-dual operation for
the curvature tensor

+g (a)(p) 1~(a)(p)(p)(o)eg
PV (p)(o ) &pv~co (2.4)

Here

(~)(7.) PV A, v (~)(~) pV (a) ——
4 ee (a)R pvR (~)(,)

—eR (~)(,) R pve (a)

(2.3)

III. THE FIELD EQUATIONS IN THE (3+1)-FORM

The gravitational momenta for the SKY Lagrangian
(2.1) read

P
~ ~~p) =BL /B(Bgl ) =eR( )(p)

U'...=aL/a(a, e",) =O .

In the (3 + 1) formulation we have"
Ok —sk

(a)(p) = e ~ (a)(p)osg

P q(a)(p) —e R(a)(p)mng g

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

(3.2)

where C is the Weyl tensor.
We conclude that the vacuum SKY equations have at

least two series of solutions: Riemann-Einstein and
Riemann-Nordstrom spaces. For spherically symmetric
geometries the converse result is also true. The solu-
tions of the vacuum SKY equations belong to self- or
anti-self-dual geometries. Therefore the corresponding
metrics are Schwarzschild —de Sitter or Nariai in the first
class and the Ni metric in the latter.
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Let us introduce the very convenient notation y k(a)(P) ( ekuu( t $ P (a)(P) t D P (a)(P))
0 V V (3.12)

k Ok
(a)(P) = (a)(P) ~

y«a)(P) & fk» g (a)(0)
Qv

g {a)(P) ~ yk(a)(P)
uv =&uvk 4

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3b')

Now we discuss the symplectic dynamics of the system
(3.4), (3.6), and (3.8)—(3.10). It is known"' that for a
general SO(3, 1) gauge theory of gravity the gravitational
symplectic variables are

EplgX (a)(P) F =0j(a)(P)

If we define the symmetric tensor density of weight 2,

Cks ~[(E1 )k &~ (a)s+g ks(E 1)P ]

then 6 equations

(ks 0

are equivalent to 7 equations

(El) (p)=0, (g1)"( )
—0

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

We show that by means of these variables the field equa-
tions can be written in an elegant Maxwell-type form.
The quantities X (a)(p) and F ' "~' may be considered as
counterparts of the electric field E q and the magnetic in-
duction B" in Yang-Mills theories.

The equations (El) z
——0 read

y p Ok ~ (a) ~ Ok P (a)(P) g~ {a)
(a) e k ~ (a)(P) k ~"~~(a)~n (3.13)

~OkU ( )=0.
The symplectic form on the initial surface o. reads

Q(X),X2)= f [5)P "( )(p) i(, 5pf k

(3.14)

The quantities n" are the direction coeScients of the
tetrad field e' ', with respect to the vector field A' normal
to the slicing of spacetime. Their conjugate momenta
M(, ) are given by linear combinations of (E2) (p)(b), the

as their spatial derivatives. The detailed formulas are
presented in Appendix B.

For the SKY Lagrangian the general approach present-
ed in Refs. 11 and 12 should be simplified and modified.
In this case we have primary (kinematical) constraints
(3.1b) that lead to the relations

This fact is due to the vanishing of the trace of the gravi-
tational energy-momentum tensor (2.3).

Taking into account relations (B2) and (3.3b') we write
(3.6) in the explicit form

+5(M(, ) A 52n (' ]dx ' h dx h dx

(3.15)

Cks Xk ~s(a)(p)+ yk(a){p) ys(a)(P~ (a)(P)

=0. (3.6')

pDpX (a)(b) =0 (3.8b)

Because of the symmetry of the gravitational energy-
momentum tensor the equations (11) (p) =0 are
equivalent to (3.4). The equations (E2) (p)((, ) =0 read

DpXP(p)(g) =0 (3.8a)

The equations (E2) (, )(b) =0 read

Here 5(P "( )(p), 5; f'k' "P', 5;M(, ), 5; n ", i = 1,2
represent vectors L; tangent to the space of geometric
configuration of the system. The symbol h, denotes an-
tisymmetrization with respect to the subscripts 1 and 2.

The symplectic analysis of the kinematical structure of
the Yang theory shows the following. (i) Equations (3.4)
and (3.8b) are symplectic constraints; they are called the
spatial translational Hamiltonian constraints and SO(3)-
rotational Hamiltonian constraints, respectively, and are
typical for any SO(3, 1) gauge theory of gravity; it is im-
portant that the left-hand sides of these constraints are
functions of the dynamical symplectic variables

From the equations (E2)"( )(p) ——0 we get the first part of
the dynamical "Maxwell equations"

X { )(p) andk & (a)(P) (3.16)

DpX "( )(p)=E"( D„'+(I)Nn)( Y ( )(p)Ps„) (3.9)

The definition (3.3) and the Bianchi identities for the
Riemann tensor (A24) give rise to the second part of the
dynamical "Maxwell equations":

t D yk(a)(p) kuu( t IJ +g 1 ~)(X((a)(p) —
)

The corresponding equations for potentials read

f (a)(p) Xs(a)(p)—
0 k Pfk

From the Bianchi identities we get the relations

Isk(a)(P) ()

(3.10)

(3.10')

(3.1 1)

which are the counterparts of (3.8).
The covariant dagger derivatives D p and Dk are

defined in Appendix A. We also note the following rela-
tions resulting from (A20):

M(, )
——0 . (3.17)

The symplectic constraints (3.17) give rise to a degeneracy
of the syrnplectic two-form 0 on the space of solutions

and they do not depend on M(, ). (ii) For general SO(3, 1)
gauge theory the left-hand sides of Eqs. (3.8a) depend on
the dynamical symplectic variables 0 "(,), e "k, P "( )(p),
f'k' " ', their spatial derivatives as well as on the momen-
ta M(, ). For the SKY Lagrangian, however, the left-hand
sides of constraints (3.8a) are functions of the dynamical
symplectic variables (3.16) (no dependence on M(, )). We
show later that these three additional constraints on the
SKY theory are related to additional three-parameter
gauge transformations and to three additional gauge vari-
ables I 0' "'.

Now we discuss the dynamics of the theory.
(1) It fol'lows from (3.8) and (Bl) that the dynamics of

the quantities M(, ) is trivial. That is,
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and the corresponding gauge subspace is generated by the
action of standard boost transformations in the space of
the symplectic variables (3.13). We do not discuss this
problem in detail because it is typical for any SO(3, 1)
gauge theory of gravity and has been explained profound-
ly in Refs. 11 and 12.

(2) In the space of dynamically admissible initial data
on a surface o. the constraints (3.17) hold and therefore
the momenta M[, ) as well as their conjugate positions n '
are eliminated from the symplectic two-form A. The re-
duced system of symplectic variables is (3.16).

(3) Equations (3.4), (3.6), and (3.8) are constraints for
the reduced symplectic variables; Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10)
govern their dynamics.

(4) Because Eqs. (3.4) and (3.8b) are Hamiltonian con-
straints they are preserved in the process of evolution by
virtue of the contracted Bianchi identities. "' Moreover,
the time-maintenance conditions for (3.8a) are
(E 1 ) (o) =0, which are equivalent to (3.4).

(5) The time-maintenance conditions for the constraints
(3.6)

D()C '=0 (3.18)

together with the dynamical equations (3.9) and (3.10) as
well as with constraints (3.4) give rise to the following sys-
tem of algebraic equations for the three-metric density g;~ ..

g kspq — 0 (3.19)

Here

~ kspq &k~q~ ps+&k~pgr qs+p2'q~ pk+pzp~ qk (3.20)

and

W ij 1(tD yi(a)(p)Xj yj(»)(p) tD X/ )z 2 z (a)(/3) (a)(P)

(3.21)

Now we discuss the algebraic equations (3.19). First of
all, we observe that the tensor density (of weight 2) W, 'j

has the properties

(3.22)

These properties follow from (3.4) and (3.8).
Therefore the tensor density (of weight 3) A "'/"/ has the

following properties:

g kspq g pqks

g kspq g skpq g ksqp
(3.23)

Moreover, it follows from (3.4) that W, 'j do not depend
on the connection coefficients y, Pq. Therefore we may
write

X ( )(p)
—Y gD.X ( )(p))jiI f Q i(a)(p) j j(a)(p) f

(3.21')

where g, ~~ is a fixed (auxiliary) symmetric 3-connection
on slices. That is to say, 8' ' and 3 ' are functions of
the reduced symplectic variables (3.16) and their spatial
derivatives.

The relations (3.19) can be written in the operator form

2 (p)=0, (3.24)

where the 6 X 6 matrix [M(' (('"(] of 3 is given by (C9).
In order to have nontrivial solutions for g,z we must as-
sume that

det[M ("()'")], ,=0 . (3.25)

By virtue of formulas (Cl1) and (C14) this condition is
equivalent to

eqj„w, pq8'p'~w;"=0 . (3.26)

—,
' C"'g/„=e(E1) (0) (3.27)

the constraints (3.6) implicitly contain the tenth Hamil-
tonian constraint

(El) (p)=0 . (3.28)

That, in turn, preserves in time by virtue of the contracted
Bianchi identities. Hence, only five of six time-
maintenance conditions for the system (3.6) are indepen-
dent.

Now we are led to ask whether the symplectic con-
straint (3.26) is preserved in time. We have the time-
rnaintenance condition

eqj, Dp 8' Pq8'p'~W;"=0 . (3.29)

Taking into account the dynamical equations (3.9), (3.10),
and the constraints (3.4) we get

This equation presents the sixteenth symplectic constraint.
We have assumed that the determinant of the matrix

[M(' (('"(] vanishes. Now we assume that the rank of
that matrix is equal to 5. Of course, it can happen that
for some values of reduced symplectic variables this rank
is less than 5. We eliminate such degenerate cases. On
the other hand, the situation when the rank is equal to 5
is generic. In such a case Eqs. (3.19) determine g;j up to
a scalar factor. Let 8,j be a solution of (3.19); then

p;j =rA;j is also a solution, where r=r(x, x ) is a one-
parameter family of functions on slices (a function on
spacetime).

We have the following situation. The time-maintenance
conditions for the constraints (3.6) give rise to one sym-
plectic constraint (3.26) and they determine five com-
ponents of the density g;~.

We may pose the question: why do six time-
maintenance conditions for (3.6) determine only five com-
ponents of g;~? To answer this question we observe that
because of the relation

Do W = ( I /4N) [ [ —F~"" D D (X' " 'NP, )X~( )(p)+ e'~"' D (X" " 'Ng, ) D X~( )(p)

—e "' D, D (Y',p~NP „)Y "P'+@~"' D„(Y', ,p,NP„) tD, Y (

—X" '(.) y""P'X'(»)(p)NP» —X' '(»)X'(~)(p) Y' " 'NP»]+(ji™e)]. (3.30)
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Remark: We have to remember that the lapse N is a
time density of weight 1 on slices. That is, if we perform
a change of local coordinates (consistent with the slicing)
x =x (x ), x" =x"(x ,x") then N'= (Bx IBx ) 'N.
This fact, however, has no influence on the definition of
spatial covariant derivatives of N for the transition func-
tion Bx /Bx is independent of x'. Let A;j be a fixed
solution of (3.19). Then these quantities are functions of
the reduced symplectic variables and their x derivatives.
We assume that A;j is a posttiue defi-nite tensor density (of
weight —1) on the initial surface o. Let gk q

be the
Riemannian connection of the tensor field

h;J. =A;j(det[A „])

p ij = rAij

then

g,j =7 /l, j., +g =r i /l

g"=~ h'~,

ck q 7k q gk

(3.31)

(3.32)

where ZkPq is the Riemannian connection of Z,z.
If we substitute (3.30) into (3.29) making use of (3.31),

(3.32), and of the constraints (3.4), (3.6), and (3.8), then
we obtain the following first-order linear differential equa-
tion for the function N~ on the initial surface o.:

-)a (Nr) I[—', D X'( "t')Xp( „)A, (W '&W'"+ W "W&")+2',D X""(')Xp( „)A, W '&W'"

+X" "~' D XP A W "Wj"—X" ")' tD X' A W 'W"' —X" "j"tD X' A W 'jwqP]j (a)(p) tr p i r (a)(p) tj p i q (a)(p) jtp i

+(analogous term with Y )I

+ 2
(N&) [ [ t Dz g DjX X (a)(p)Atr +gDz g~rx Atj Xp(a)(p) +gDjX (DzX (a)(p)Atr

1 t(a)(P) p t (a)(/3) t(a)(P) f p

gDrx gDzx (a)(p)~jt+eDqx g~zx (a)(p)Ajt@r g~jx (Dzx (a)(p)Atq@r]Wp Wi
t(a)(P) T p $ t(a)(P) f 6 q f 6 t(a)(P) f q tJ 2r

+ (analogous term with Y
'

) X" '(~)Y—q' "@XP(a)(p)Atzeqj Wpqwt "]=0 . (3.33)

The coefficients of this equation are functions of reduced
symplectic variables and their spatial derivatives.

This first-order linear equation on the manifold o can
be solved by the method of characteristics and it deter-
mines the function r=r(x ) up to its initial value f on a
noncharacteristic two-dimensional surface c2Ccr. Later
on we will discuss the meaning of f. Moreover, we as-
sume that the solution r of (3.33) is a positive function.
We have the following situation. On the initial surface o.
we fix 36 symplectic variables X"( )(t)), f'k' " ' satisfying
16 symplectic constraints (3.4), (3.6), (3.8), and (3.26). On
spacetime we fix 13 gauge variables

Dpppq (Aq+ (rApq (3.37)

with an arbitrary function ]~ on o..
In order to determine ]~ we compute the second time

derivative of (3.26) and insert (3.37) into the result. It is
easy to observe that the condition

But (3.36a) is satisfied by virtue of skew symmetry of
A"'Pq, cf. (3.23). Let (gpq be a fixed solution of (3.36).
The components of ~gpq are functions of the symplectic
and gauge variables, g;~ as well as of spatial derivatives of
these variables.

A general solution of (3.36) is

N Nk f (a)(b) n (a) f (P)(b)
0 & 0 (3.34) DpBp(eqj„w, Pq Wp'j W; ")=0 (3.38)

The metric on o.

g;j =P;j(det[P „]) (3.35)

should be determined from (3.19) and (3.33). A function
f of two spatial variables remains undetermined.

The time derivatives of the dynamical symplectic vari-
ables X"( )(t)), f'k' " ' can be computed from Eqs. (3.9)
and (3.10). The time derivatives of the metric density P;J
can be determined by the following procedure. We time-
differentiate Eqs. (3.19) and obtain

A "'PqBPPpq ———DP A "'Pq
Ppq . (3.36)

Pkz~P A trzpq =0 . (3.36a)

Equations (3.36) have solutions for Dpg pq if and only if
the following consistency condition holds:

gives rise to a first-order linear differential equation for &~

on o.. The coefficients of this equation are functions of
symplectic variables, p;~, spatial derivatives of those vari-
ables as well as of gauge variables, their spatial and time
derivatives.

Equation (3.38) determines )r on the initial surface o
up to a function )f on the two-dimensional surface c2 Co. .
The main terms in Eqs. (3.33) and (3.38) coincide. There-
fore their characteristic surfaces are identical.

Remark: (3.33) is a homogeneous linear differential
equation for r but (3.38) is a nonhomogeneous linear
equation for ]~.

Now we are able to compute first time derivatives of the
symplectic variables (3.16) and of P;j on the initial sur-
face. The time differentiation of the dynamical equations
(3.9) and (3.10) gives us second time derivatives of the
symplectic variables. The second time derivative of ~;~
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can be computed from the condition

DP D() ( A "'Pq
Ppq ) =0 (3.39)

or equivalently

DODoppq = —(DoDo c4 Ppq +2DO 3" Dpg pq )

(3.39')

The solvability condition for these equations reads

Pks (DPDP A Ppq + 2D() A Dogpq ):0 (3.39a)

It is satisfied by virtue of (3.36) and skew-symmetry prop-
erties of A"'pq (see Appendix D for a general proof of this
fact).

If 2gpq is a fixed solution of (3.39') then

o$"pq 2Aq +— (3.40)

with an arbitrary function 2~ on o..
Again, the time-maintenance condition

(3.41)

leads to a first-order linear differential equation for 2s on
o. The main terms of this equation coincide with the
main terms of (3.33). We are able to determine qr up to a
function 2f on cq Co..

We may repeat this procedure and compute consecutive
time derivatives of the symplectic variables and of g;~. At
each step the time-maintenance conditions

IV. SYMPLECTIC CONSTRAINTS, DEGENERACY
OF THE SYMPLECTIC T%'0-FORM
AND GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS

In the vacuum SKY theory of gravity we have 16 sym-
plectic constraints for 36 dynamical symplectic variables

(a)(p).
(a)(p)r & k

(El) p
———ep/~X'( )(Pa)

Y' P =0,0 i j(a){p)

0(E2) (a)(p) = DkX (a)(p) —0

Cks ~k ~s{a}{P)+yk(a)(P) ys 0(a)(pM (a)(p) =

(4. &)

(4.2)

pute (a) the three-metric g;/ on cr and (b) all time deriva-
tives of symplectic variables and of g;~.

The dynamical picture of the SKY gravity presented in
this section gives us only necessary conditions that a
well-posed initial-value problem has to satisfy. Whether
the algebraic-differential-integral procedure described
above can be used for an effective construction of solu-
tions remains open. To our best knowledge systems of
partial differential equations for which the Cauchy-
Kowalewska procedure requires not only algebraic and
differential operations but also integration of a sequence of
linear partial differential equations of first order (for one
function each) have not been investigated in the literature
yet. Thus physics brings about new mathematical prob-
lems that apparently are worthy of a profound investiga-
tion.

(3.42) Z =eqj„8' ~q Wp'~W, "=0 . (4.4)

and

D '"+"(~ IV PqIV '~IV'") =00 &qj r z p i (3.43)

enable us to determine Do("'Ppq up to a function „fon
c2C:o.. In Appendix D we prove that the system of linear
algebraic equations for D0'"'y~q always has solutions.

The analysis of this section shows that in order to pose
the formal Cauchy-Kowalewska initial-value problem for
the vacuum SKY theory we have to fix (i) values of 36
dynamical symplectic variables (3.16) on an initial surface
o., which have to satisfy 16 symplectic constraints (3.4),
(3.6)„(3.8), and (3.26), (ii) 13 gauge variables (3.34) on
spacetime, and (iii) a sequence f, )f, 2f, . . . of functions of
two spatial variables on a two-dimensional surface cq Co. .
(Such a sequence may represent a function of two spatial
variables and of time. )

If such initial data are given then we are able to com-

Let u~ be a spatial vector field on the initial surface o.,v'" be a skew-symmetric SO(3)-tensor-valued function
on o, U'" '= —U' "' be an SO(3)-vector-valued function
on o., 7k, be a symmetric tensor density of weight —1 on
o., and w be a scalar density of weight —4 on o..

Let V be a vector in the linear space of infinitesimal
variations of geometric configurations of the system in
question (i.e., a vector tangent to the space of geometric
configurations). Such a vector represents a vector field V
on the finite dimensional manifold parametrized by

(&p I (a)(p) e (a)
P 7 P

In terms of symplectic variables we write

V=5f k ~()f k +5X (a)(p)/()X (a)(p)+

The linearized version of constraints (4.1)—(4.4) reads

d[(E1) p]V= —ep/J5X'(a)(p)Y ' " ' —X'(a)(p) Dp5I, '+X'(a)(p) D, 5l p' " ' ——0,

d [(E2), ,(p)]V= Dk5X"( )(p) —5I k "( )X"(,)(p) —5I k'"(p)X"( )(,)=0,

d [C"']V=(5X" ~'( ""+~k""'D„5f',""P'Y',.„,)+(/ s)=O,

(4.1a)

(4.2a)

(4.3a)

d [Z]V ~3e. [(ePmn t D 't D 5f (a)(P)X q +5/ (a) YP(c)(P)Xq +5f (P) YP( )(e)Xqa+ t D YP( )(P)5Xq

&qmn t Q 5p (a)(p) t $ Xp Yq( )(p) t D 5Xp + Yq(a)(p)5$ ( ) Xp

+ Y ' "P'5f' "( )X ( )(,)+(p q)]W '~IV'"=0 . (4.4a)
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Hamiltonian vector fields of the constraints are defined according to the definitions

d[ —(El) pu~)V = —Q(YH(1)i), V), d[ —(E2) ( )(p)U'
" ']V= —II(YH(2) j), V),

d [—C 'Xk, ] V = —A( YH (3) j), V), d [—Zw] V = —0( YH(4) j), V) .
(4.5)

Here V is a sample (arbitrary) vector and YH(;), i =1, . . . , 4 are the corresponding Hamiltonian vectors on the space of
geometric configurations of the system.

In local coordinates YH{]) is represented by the variations

6H(1E (a)(g) Dp(X (a)(g)+ X (a)(g)+
k t p k k p

Yk(a)(/3) T D ( YP(a)(p)& k Yk(a)(g)&/
)H{1)

(4.6a)

(4.6b)

(4.6b')

YH(2) is represented by the variations

k k {o) k (o)~H(2)X (a)(/3) = X (a)(a)U(g) +X (/3)(a)U(a)

~H(2)& k
(~)(p) f (~)(p)

Yk(~)(p) Yk(~)(o ) (p) + Yk(p)(o ) (a)
H(2) U (o)+

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

(4.7b')

YH(3) is represented by the variations

H(3)X (a)(g) i ( (a)(g)X jk kij p z

Yk(a)(P) kij t D (Xz(a)(/3)XH(3) 1 ZJ r

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

(4.8b')

YH(4) is represented by the variations

~H(4)X (a)(/3) —
4 Eqjr[+ Dm Dz(X (a)(P) Wp Wi W)+~( Y (P~)((a) Y (a)(r)X (P) ) Wp Wi

kf+&' ' Dm( DzX( )a( )pW"/W'("» +(Y" '(p)X'(a)(a) —Y"
( a)X( )a( )p)W"/W"(" w

+ qmkt D tD (Xp W»W zr )+( Yq gp (r) Yq gp (r))W ijW kr

++ Dm ( DzX (a)(/3) Wp Wi W )+( (P)(a)X (a) Y (a)(a)X (P) ) p W( W] (4.9a)

6 f' ' "g'= —''e D Y/'( "g'W 'jW'"w+e D Yq' "g'W "W'"wH(4) k =
4 p&kjr z p 1 qJr z k i W

+& D (Y" " 'W "W'"w)+e' D (Y~' g W "W'"w)] (4.9b)

Yk(a)(p) ~kuv t D gf (a)(p)
H (4) V (4.9b')

If the constraints (4.1)—(4.4) hold then, for i = 1,2,

d [(E 1 ) 7 ]YH(;) =0,
d [(E2) ( )(p)]YH(')=0,

d [C"']YH(;)=0,
d [Z]YH (;)=0 .

Moreover, (4.10a) and (4.10b) hold also for i =3,4.

(4.10a)

(4.10b)

(4.10c)

(4.10d)

The relations (4.10c) for i =3 hold if and only 1f

that is, if

(4.1 1)

(4.12)

where P is a function on the initial surface cr.
The condition (4.10d) for i = 3 gives rise to a

differential equation for /3 and this equation is analogous
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to (3.33), where N is replaced with P. We conclude that
(4.10a) —(4 1.0d) hold for i = 3 if and only if

/3= ON, (4.13)

That is to say, the infinitesimal transformations generated
by YH(i) coincide with the transformations given by the
dagger-covariant Lie derivatives L, on the manifold o..

Remark: The dagger-covariant Lie derivative on cr is a
modification of the SO(3)-covariant Lie derivative defined
in Appendix D of Ref. 64. For example,

f3 p f s p g p sI u+ (a)(p) = Ds(i + (a)(p)) ~s(i + (a)(p)

The Hamiltonian vector field Y~(3) defines a transforma-
tion consistent with constraints (4.1)—(4.4) if and only if

(4.15)

where /3 is a function on (r that is proportional to the
lapse X:

where 0 is independent of x but may depend on x .
Remark: We know that N is a time density of weight

1; therefore 8=8(x ) is a time density of weight —1.
The relations (4.10c) and (4.10d) hold for i =4 if and

only if w =0, that is YH(4) ——0.
In general, Hamiltonian vectors of constraints do not

satisfy the linearized constraints [Eqs. (4.10)). For the
SKY theory the linear space of Hamiltonian vectors satis-
fying the linearized constraints is parametrized by 10
quantities on the initial surface cr, up, U' "p', and p.

It follows from the very definition of Hamiltonian vec-
tors that their subspace satisfying the linearized con-
straints determines the gauge distribution of the symplec-
tic two-form Q. The gauge distribution W~ of 0 is such
a distribution of subspaces in the space tangent to the
space of symplectic variables that for each vector X be-
longing to 8'~ and every vector V tangent to the space of
symplectic variables Q(X j), V) =0.

We expect that the gauge distribution of 0 is the image
of the action of all infinitesimal transformations, that is,
such infinitesimal transformations in the set of symplectic
variables that preserve the symplectic constraints. In sub-
sequent considerations we present the complete set of
infinitesimal gauge transformations for the SKY theory
and prove that they can be extended to other field vari-
ables in such a way that the field equations are preserved.
Moreover, these infinitesimal gauge transformations can
be integrated to actions of corresponding gauge groups.

The Hamiltonian vector YH(i) defines the infinitesimal
transform ation s

(a)(p)~+ (a)(p)+~[ p + (a)(p) ~p& + (a)(p)l
k k p k Q k p

(4.14)
f (a)(P) f (a)(P)+ ~(~ p t D f (a)(P)

)

58(])N =9 BpN& 6H(&)X =NDou

f' '"p'=up'8 f' '"p' —(I/N)5 Nf' '"p'
p 0

—( I /N)5H() )N f's

(4.17)

(4.18)

5H(()~ij ——Luyij = —Bpu Pij+8;u ~pj+Dju P,p,
(4.19)

then the field equations are invariant with respect to
transformations (4.14) and (4.17)—(4.19).

We note the following.
(i) Relations (4.17) were derived in Refs. 77 and 64.

They correspond to the action of the diffeomorphism
group on the variables N and N".

(ii) Relations (4.18) can be obtained if we consider the
SO(3, 1)-covariant action of the diffeomorphism group of
spacetime in the set of SO(3, 1) connections' ' ' and then
pass to the (3+ 1) picture. At the present moment we
simply postulate them.

(iii) Taking into account the relations between the Ham-
iltonian vector YH(i) and the action of DiffM we see that
formulas (4.17)—(4.19) are natural consequences of previ-
ous considerations.

If the conditions (4.15) and (4.16) hold then the Hamil-
tonian vector YH(3) generates the infinitesimal transforma-
tions

k k fA k+ (a)(P)~+ ( )a( )P+&P ~0+ (a)(P) &

(4.20)

(a)(p) f (a)(p)+ ~p t p f (a)(p)

These transformations preserve the constraints.
The transformations (6.20) can be extended to the set of

gauge variables. Taking into account the results of Refs.
64 and 77 we postulate

and

5H(3)N =NEO/3

5H (3)N"=N (/3V "lnN —V "p)
(4.21)

5H(3)00' " ' ———( 1 /N)5H(3)Nf 0

(I/N)5 Ns P (a)(P)+/3 tD f (a)(P)

5H(3)f 0 D0Pf 0

For the metric density g,z we have

(4.22')

5H ( 3 )$ ij =/3~ 0pij (4.23)

(4.22)

But Dof'O' "P' ——R ' "P)00=0, and by virtue of (4.16)
58 ( 3 )N =0. Therefore

(4.16)

0=9(x ) is a time density of weight —1 on the x line.
The transformations (4.14) perserve the constraints.

We expect that there exists a natural prolongation of these
transformations to the space of gauge variables. In fact, if
we postulate

The transformations (4.20)—(4.23) preserve the field equa-
tions.

Though the transformations (4.14), (4.17)—(4.19), and
(4.20)—(4.23) are generated by the diffeomorphism group
of spacetime nevertheless they cannot be integrated to an
action of DiffM. The reason is that some integrability
conditions (Jacobi identities) do not hold. We can, how-
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ever, modify the system of constraints taking their ap-
propriate linear combinations and the Hamiltonian vec-
tors of such a modified system are the generators of an ac-
tion of DiffM. To accomplish this program we have to
define an auxiliary connection gk' "p' satisfying the condi-
tion

g
(a)(0) 0 (4.24)

Then the Hamiltonian . vectors YH (~) and YH (2) of the
functions

[—(11) —(~2)' (f' ' "P' —g
' "P')]u, (4.25a)

[ C $ ks (+2) ( )(p)(~0 (0 )]P (4.25b)

respectively, are the generators of the SO(3, 1)-covariant
action of the diffeomorphism group. ' '

The connection gk( "p' generates the covariant deriva-
tives )8&. To compute them we have to replace f'k( "P'

with gk in (A10) and (A12). We have

'( )X (a)(p) =g p (a)(p) p (a)(p) = g u (a)(p)
k t p k Q k p f3 k

(a)(p) u p g (a)(p) + g p tD ( fr (a)(p) p (a)(p) )+p u p( f (a)(p) f(a)(/3) )-H'(]) k —& g pk & g p k g k kQ

u k
'f31 f (a)(p)

fr (a)(p) $ f (a)(p)+ tD ((fr (a)(p)
g (a)(p))g p)

& pg in~+ (a)(p) D &
ps- (a)(p) p g (a)(p) + p f'D (p (a)(p) g (a)(p))

5H ())N =5H())N, 5H ())N =5H())N, 5H'(])gj&—5H(])gji

~H'(3)X (a)(P) j3gDOX (a)(P)r 'tiH'(3)j k =f3/DO+kk t k & (a)(P) 4 & (a)(P)

f (a)(p) g f (a)(p)+" D ((f ( )(p)
g

( )(p))p)

IJ pg (a)(p)+p f'L)
( f (a)(p)

g
(a)(p))

5H'(3)N =5H(3)N) 5H'(3)N = 5H(3)N 0) 5H'(3)gj&'=5H(3)pjl

(4.268)

(4.26b)

(4.27a)

(4.27b)

(4.28)

(4.29a)

(4.29b)

In the above formulas ~R' "p'„ is the curvature tensor of
and ~L is the covariant Lie derivative (with

respect to the connection g) on o. Moreover we observe
that (4.24) gives rise to the relations

t. A.

follows from the general Hamiltonian theory of SO(3, 1)
gauge theories of gravity that those constraints are related
to local SO(3, 1) rotations. Let us examine these transfor-
mations more profoundly.

We consider two cases. (i) U'" '=0, then

(a)(p) fr (a)(p)+ ~ tD U(a)(p) (4.30b)

We would like to emphasize that the generators (4.25)
play a very important role in the SO(3, 1)-covariant Hamil-
tonian formulation of gauge theories of gravity as well as
in their SO(3)-covariant Hamiltonian formulation. For a
profound discussion of this subject we refer the reader to
Refs. 12, 65, and 66.

The Hamiltonian vector YH (2) generates the
infinitesimal transformations

k k k (cr) k (o)X (a)(p)~ (a)(p)+ ( (a)(p)0 (a)+ (a)(a) (p)) r

(4.30a)

k k (c)tiH(2)X (a)(0) =X (c)(0)0 (a)

k k (c) k (c)tiH(2)X (a)(b) =X (c)(b)0 (a)+X (a)(c)U (b) r

5H (2)I k =Dk U
& (a)(b) (a)(b)

& (a)(0) & (0)(c) (a)
5H(2)& k = + k V (c) ~

(ii) U
'" '=0, then

k k (c)
tiH(2)X (a)(0) =X (a)(c)" (0)

k (0) k (0)
tiH(2)X (a)(b) =X (0)(b)U (a)+X (a)(0)U (b)

(a)(b) fr (a) U(0)(b)+ fr (b) (a)(0)
H(2) k = k (P)V + k (0)U

5H(2)

(4.34)

(4.35)

5H (2)N =0, 5H (2)N =0,k

5H (2)+ 0 DOU
(a)(p) t (~)(p)

(4.31)

(4.32)

These transformations extend to the gauge variables ac-
cording to the following rules: If we compare (4.34) with the formulas (C12) of Ref. 11

then we observe that they coincide. It is understandable
because in the case (i) we deal with the transformations
generated by the left-hand sides of the constraints

For the metric density we have (P2) (,)(b) =0 . (4.36)

5H(2)gij =0 (4.33)

It is easy to check that these transformations preserve the
field equations. The transformations (4.30)—(4.33) are
generated by the left-hand sides of constraints (4.2). It

It is known" that in a general case the transformations
generated by these constraints correspond to the action of
the local SO(3) group. On the other hand, if we compare
(4.35) with (C12) of Ref. 11 then we see that the case (ii)
does not correspond to the standard transformations gen-
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M(, )
——0 (4.37)

which together generate the standard action of the local
SO(3, 1) group in the space of the dynamical variables. In
the SKY theory we have three additional symplectic con-
straints

(4.38)

crated by boosts. Now it becomes clear that the case (ii)
defines a set of new transformations unknown previously.

In order to explain this situation we recall that in a
general case we have three SO(3)-rotational constraints
(4.36) as well as three boost constraints

(a)
n(a) —e(a)~~ ~ n(a) —n

(&)n (a) (a)~ ~ (a)

where JV is a unit vector field normal to the slicing. A
profound discussion of the operator L was presented in
Ref. 11.

The SKY Lagrangian, however, is also invariant with
respect to the following nonstandard action of the local
SO(3, 1) group:

(a) ~ (a) (a)(v)—

(5.3)

which generate the transformations (4.35). In the next
section we show that these transformations correspond to
a nonstandard action of boosts in the space of the dynam-
ical variables. This action is typical for the SKY theory
and its Lagrangian is invariant with respect to it.

For the infinitesimal SO(3) gauge transformations (4.34)
we have three SO(3) gauge variables f'0" '. lt follows
from (4.32) that the action of SO(3) in the space of these
variables is transitive. The nonstandard boost gauge
transformations define three new gauge variables f 0'" '.
We see from (4.32) that the nonstandard boost transfor-
mations act transitively in the space of their gauge vari-
ables. We complete these considerations recalling that for
the standard boost transformations the gauge variables aren" (see Refs. 11 and 12).

V. NONSTANDARD ACTIONS OF THE LOCAL
LORENTZ GROUP IN THE SPACE OF FIELD

VARIABLES

(a) (a)e g I g (p)

a(n")

(a) ~r (a)e g) L g (p)

a('n")

—(a) (a)A)I g (p)
I- (a) ~F (a)

(p)

~(a) & (a)
(p)

L new 1~(a) ~& (a)
(p) (5.4)

We observe that 'e ' '~ =e ' '~ and 'n "=n ". Let

L ()——B ()L ()B (),(P) —1(P) (~) (e)

then

~& (a) —1(a) & (~) (e) —1(a) (7.)
,p, ——L „,+ „,L,p, —8 L „,L ',p, .

=L " ' „I "„,L'",p, —0 L " ', ,L",p, .

(This invariance was observed by Schweitzer in Ref. 25.)
The transformations (5.3) generate the diagram

~ new

The standard action of the local SO(3, 1) group in the
space of field potentials consists in their rotations accord-
ing to the following formulas:"

(a) ~ (a) —1(a) (P)e „~e &
——L (p)e

Ig (p)~ Ig (p)=L ( )Ig ( )L (p)
(a) ~ (a) —1(a) (7) (e)

g L —1(a) L(7)

The infinitesimal version of (5.5) reads

gf (a) tD gL (a)

and

g~ (a) 0

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

We recall that the careted variables are constructed by
means of the composition of two operations —boost rota-
tions denoted by a tilde and the (3 + 1) decomposition
denoted by an overbar. Therefore the standard action of
the local Lorentz group generates transformations in the
space of careted variables by means of the following dia-
gram:

e g I g (p)
(a) (a)

g ( (a))

I (a) I (a)
(p)

a('n")

—(a) (a))~I k (p)
—(a) r (a)

Ar A, (p)

~(a) f (a)
p

I(

ir (a) if (a)
(p) ~ (5.2)

Here B(n ") and 8 ('n (') are the boost matrices corre-
sponding to boost parameters n" and 'n ",respectively;

It follows from (5.7) that

6N=O, 6N =0. (5.8)

Comparing (5.6) and (5.8) with (4.34) and (4.35) we ob-
serve that the tran sformations generated by the con-
straints (E2) ( )(f))=0 are just the transformations given
by the nonstandard action L„, of the local Lorentz
group. As we have already pointed out, for local SO(3)
rotations we have a one-to-one correspondence between
standard and nonstandard transformations but for boosts
the transformations L and L„, are different. Now it is
clear that the invariance of the SKY theory with respect
to local Lorentz rotations gives rise to 9 rotational gauge
variables: 3 SO(3) gauge variables f'o'" ', 3 standard
boost-gau e variables n ",and 3 nonstandard boost gauge
variables

The SKY Lagrangian is also invariant with respect to
the following action of the local Lorentz group:
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e ~~e ~ ——L ()e(a) ~ (a) —1(a) (r)

I g (p)~ Pg (p) = I g (p) .(a) I (o') (a)

(5.9)

This action may be considered as a complementary to
(5.3).

The transformations (5.9) generate the corresponding
action in the space of careted variables. Here we present
only their infinitesimal version, that is, the action of the

I

5L '"' =B ""'( )5L ' ' )B '~
( ) (5.10)

The transformations (5.9) give rise to the relations

Lie algebra of the local Lorentz group.
Let 5L'"'(

) be an element of the Lie algebra of the local
Lorentz group; that is, 5L '"" ' is a field of skew-
symmetric matrices on spacetime. If B' '(f))(n") is the
field of boost matrices corresponding to the boost
coefficients n "' then we define

5n ( )
= —5L (c)B (a)

(0) —1(c)

5f'i, (
)(p) = D),(—5B " '(,)B"(f))),

5X (a)(p) = 5B —(,)B (aE (p)(p) —5B (,)B (p)X (a)(v)
k —1(JLI ) (r) k —1(v) (r) k

5yk(~)(P) 5B —1(~) B( ) ~k(P)(P)+5B —1(P) B( ) yk(a)(~)
(r) (pW (r) (~)

5N =0, 5N =0, 5y;~=0,
5~ (a) 5B —1(a) B(p) ~ (c) 5L (a) ~ (c)

(p, ) (c)e k (c)e k

We have the following formulas for B' '(p) (Ref. 11):
(0) (0) n (a) (a) B(0)

(0) =n B (0) =n B (a) n(a)

B '(b) =5"(()+(I +n ' ') 'n "n(b),

n(, ) =e(,)A; n =n(, ), n =(1+n n(, ))(a ) (0) (c) 1/2

Taking into account (5.15) we get

5B —1(0) B(r) 0

5B ( )B (b)
——B (b)5n(, )

———5L(b)
—1(0) (r) 3 —1(c) (0)

1(a) B(r) 3B 1(a) 5 (c) 5L (a)(0)
(r) (0) (c)

oB "'( )B"(b)=(1+n ') '( B "'(b)n "5n(, )
—B '" (,)n(b)5n ")

(1+n (0))—1(n (a)Q (0) Q (a)(0)~
)

(5.1 1)

(5.12a)

(5.12b)

(5.12c)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

where

3B —1(a) g(a) (a) [ (0)( 1 + (0))]—1

Now we are able to compute the right-hand sides of (5.12) and (5.14). Particularly,

g~~(a) [Q (a) +(1+n (0))—)(Q (a)(0)n Q (0)~(a))]~~(b) (5.14')

and this formula coincides with that given in (C12a) of
Ref. 11. It is also clear that formulas (5.13) diff'er from
the corresponding ones in (C12) of Ref. 11.

We consider two special cases of transform ations
(5.12)—(5.14):

(i) 5L"" '=0 . (5.17)

Then we have infinitesimal SO(3) rotations of triads e "k
generated by arbitrary skew-symmetric matrices 5L'""'
[cf. (5.14')] and the trivial transformations in the space of
the connections coefficients.

(5.18)

Then the transformations (5.12)—(5.14) are given by the
composition of the transformations (4.35) [or equivalently
(5.6)—(5.8) with oL'" =0] and of the infinitesimal SO(3)

I

rotation corresponding to the 3 X 3 matrix
5B "'(,)B"(~). Now it is clear that this case is entirely
covered by the standard action of the local Lorentz group
and the nonstandard action (5.6)—(5.8).

The gauge transformations given by case (i) of
(5.12)—(5.14) are related to the following property of the
SKY theory. From 9 triad components e "k, 6 are deter-
mined by the metric g;~ and that, in turn, can be comput-
ed by means of the field equations. The remaining three
components of triads are rotational gauge variables of the
action (5.12)—(5.14) (i) of the local SO(3) group. We know
that the three-metric density P;~ is determined by (3.19)
up to a conformal factor ~. Let us observe that multiply-
ing ~ by a function A. and simultaneously multiplying N
by I, ' we do not change Eqs. (3.19) and Eq. (3.33),
which determines ~, is not changed either. Therefore we
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have the transformations

pij ~ gij ~$ ij ~ gji~ gij —~ gij r

/{a){p) If {a){p) I {a){p)
k ~ k = k

k k k(a)(p)~ + (a)(p) =+ (a)(p) ~

yk (a)(P)~ i yk (a)(P) yk (a)(P)

N —+'N=A. 'N .

(5.19)

(a) ~ (a) —& (a)e p~ e p=A, e

—2
gPV gPV gPV

(a) ~ (a) (a)
p (p) p (p) p (p)

(5.21)

It is obvious that the SKY Lagrangian is invariant with
respect to these transformations.

In the SKY theory the metric density g,~
is determined

by algebraic functions of symplectic variables and their
spatial derivatives up to a conformal factor ~. On the oth-
er hand, the conformal gauge transformations (5.21) [or
equivalently (5.19) and (5.20)] can reduce r to the trivial
function r=1. But then we have to multiply the lapse N
by ~. Therefore though ~ is the gauge variable of the
transformations (5.21) it is not independent of other gauge
variables. A gauge change of ~ generates a corresponding
change of N so that the product rN satisfies Eq. (3.33).

In order to sum up the discussion on gauge transforma-
tions and gauge variables we should give precise
definitions of these notations.

A gauge transformation in a field theory is such a
transformation in the space of field variables (potentials,
field strengths, momenta, etc. ) that preserves the field
equations of the theory in question.

Gauge variables corresponding to given gauge transfor-
mations are such quantities that can be changed arbitrari-
ly under the action of the gauge transformations. That is
to say, the action of gauge transformations in the space of
gauge variables is transitive.

For the SKY theory we have the following independent
gauge transformations in the set of the gravitational po-
tentials: (i) 10-parameter standard action of the local
Lorentz group and of the diffeomorphism group of space-
time; (ii) 3-parameter set of transformations generated by
a nonstandard action of boosts; (iii) a natural 3-parameter
action of the local SO(3) group in the space of triads
(5.14').

Remark: From an SO(3, 1)-covariant point of view it is
more natural to consider a combined action of the stan-

If we extend these transformations according to the for-
mulas

Nk ~Nk Nk
(5.20)

~ o (p)~ ~ o (p) =~I o (p)
P (a) ~P (a) (a)

then Do ——A, Do, Dk= Dk and the field equations are
invariant with respect to the transformations (5.19) and
(5.20).

Translating formulas (5.19) and (5.20) into the four-
dimensional picture we observe that they correspond to
the conformal (scale) transformations

dard transformations given by the local Lorentz group
with an SO(3, 1)-covariant action of the group of
diffeomorphisms. Such an action is generated by a 10-
parameter (local) group having the bundle structure over
DiffM with fibers isomorphic to the local Lorentz group.
In this approach the generators of translations are
SO(3, 1)-covariant Lie derivatives and the generators of ro-
tations are the standard generators of the local Lorentz
group. For details see Refs. 12, 65, and also 79.

If we reduce the transformations (i)—(iii) to the com-
plete set of symplectic variables X"{ {{p~, f'k' " ', M„n '
then we have 13-parameter gauge transformations (i) and
(ii) as well as 13 gauge variables N, N",n', f'o'" ', f'0{'" '.

It is known from Ref. 11 that for solutions M(, )
——0 and

that n" are the gauge variables for standard boost trans-
formations. Therefore in the set of the dynamical sym-
plectic variables (3.16) we have only ten independent
gauge transformations —seven of (i) and three of (ii).
Their gauge variables are N, N ",f'o'" ', f'0 "

Three gauge transformations (iii) cause us to have three
arbitrary components of triads on slices. The remaining 6
are determined by means of the field equations.

Discussing the problem of independent degrees of free-
dom we consider initial values of 36 dynamical symplectic
variables X"{ ~{{i{and f'k' "~' satisfying 16 constraints and
subject to the action of 10-parameter gauge transforma-
tions. Therefore we expect 36—(16+ 10)= 10 indepen-
dent degrees of freedom in the phase space.

VI. THE SKY GRAVITY COUPLED
TO YANG-MILLS FIELDS

We know that the vacuum SKY theory has a very
elegant canonical structure. The situation becomes less
elegant and much more complicated if we couple it to a
tensor (spinor) matter field. Then the field equations (2.2)
read

(EI )i. Vi. + 7 h.

(E2) {a){{3) —D„(8R{ ){pa) )+s {a){p)
pA, A.

where

(6.1a)

(6.1b)

(6.2a)

(6.2b)

are the matter canonical energy-momentum and spin ten-
sors, respectively. It follows from the properties of the
gravitational energy-momentum tensor (2.3) that the dy-
namics of the coupled system requires symmetry and
tracelessness of the matter energy-momentum tensor
(6.2a). These two conditions give rise to supplementary
constraint equations, which are not symplectic in general.
It is clear that such a system can be very complicated. It
would be interesting, however, to couple the SKY La-
grangian to matter fields whose canonical energy-
momentum tensors are a priori symmetric and traceless.
These conditions are satisfied by Yang-Mills fields.

Let H be a semisimple p-dimensional Lie group and h
be its Lie algebra equipped with a nondegenerate Killing
form k (, ). Let
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L vM= ,'ef') —f'—"'kIJ (6.3)

where kIJ ———c ivc JU are the components of the Killing
form k (, ). The spin tensor for the Yang-Mills Lagrang-
ian vanishes and the canonical energy-momentum tensor
is given by the formula

where

(a) =F f Eve (a)kiJ se (a)F f )svkiJ
Ikv J e I A, Ipv J (6.4)

Flhvf Ik.v (6.5)

are the momenta of the Yang-Mills field.
It is obvious that the the tensor (6.4) is symmetric and

traceless. We define the electric field (an h-valued density
of slices)

be a one-form with values in h. Its covariant exterior
derivative, that is, the curvature of A,

f =DA = ,'f „—Qx"hdx"

= —,'(B„A „—(),A „+c A „A )dx" hdx'

plays the role of the field strength. Here c J~ are the
structure constants of h.

The Yang-Mills Lagrangian reads

A I Ik-
mPA m= —E Pkm . (6.10a')

In the presence of a Yang-Mills matter field the gravita-
tional constraints (4.2) do not change their form. The
left-hand sides of constraints (4.1) and (4.3) acquire addi-
tional terms due to energy-momentum tensor of matter.
These terms are given by formulas (6.7a) and (6.7b), re-
spectively. The time-maintenance condition for con-
straints (4.2) can again be written in the form of a homo-
geneous linear system (3.19) with the quantity A

defined by means of the modified tensor density 8',
The right-hand side of the formula (3.21') has to be sup-
plemented by the term

—((gD, B' EIJ BJ rD—,E'J) . (6.1 1)

The solvability condition for the modified system (3.19)
gives rise to the gravitational constraint (4.4). The time-
maintenance condition for the modified constraint (4.4)
leads to a partial differential equation of type (3.33) that
enables us to determine the conformal factor ~.

For the coupled system we have the same gravitational
gauge transformations and the same gravitational gauge
variables as in the vacuum case. Additionally we have
infinitesimal Yang-Mills gauge transformations generated
by constraints (6.9). They read

(6.10a), and the following relations for the dynamics of
potentials [see (A27)]:

EI ——FI (6.6a)
k =~kitJ f)EI = c IV)iI EJ

and the magnetic induction (an h-valued density on slices) (6.12)

BIk I ~kab~ IJ ab (6.6b) fiBIk I yvB Jk

The symplectic variables for the Yang-Mills field are EI
and 3 k. Therefore the electric field and the magnetic in-
duction are functions of the symplectic variables and their
spatial derivatives.

We have the important formulas

pT k=ek „Er B",
Q —

( g ks+~ ksg p
) (EJkE s+BJkB s)

(6.7)

The Yang-Mills equations

D FIX7. 0

rewritten in the (3 + 1) form are

DpEI"= F.
"' (D, +d, lnN)(BI "y,b ),

Dk Ei ——0,
D,BIk = .k'( JJ.+a. lnN)—(E'"~„,),

BIk 0

(6.8)

(6.9a)

(6.9b)

(6.10a)

(6.10b)

In the above formulas D~ and D~ are the Yang-Mills co-
variant derivatives defined in Appendix A.

Remark: Equations (6.10b) follow from the Bianchi
identities for the curvature f .

For the SKY gravity coupled to a Yang-Mil1s field we
have the dynamical gravitational equations (3.9) and
(3.10), the dynamical Yang-Mills equations (6.9a) and

Here it/' is a field of elements of the Lie algebra h, that is,
an element of the local gauge algebra.

If we define

5A p DpitJ, 5N =——0,
5N =0, 5g;~=0,

(6.13)

L = (e/2)D~f' 'D"f( )+(e/2)(e "(fI)D,f ~')

+(em /2)f( )f' ', (6.14)

then the transformations (6.11) and (6.12) can be integrat-
ed to an action of the local Yang-Mills group. The corre-
sponding formulas can be found in Refs. 80 and 81.

For Yang-Mills fields we have 6p symplectic matter
variables EI",A k (p =dimh), p symplectic matter con-
straints (6.9b), and a p parameter group of transforma-
tions. Therefore we have 6p —2p=4p independent de-
grees of freedom in the phase space.

At the end of the present section we briefly discuss the
SKY gravity in the presence of a vector field. Our
analysis is more precise than that given by Schweitzer in
Ref. 25. He claimed that nonstandard symmetries of the
SKY Lagrangian make it impossible to couple this theory
to matter fields. This is not true, however. With much
more sophisticated techniques at hand than those avail-
able to Schweitzer seven years ago we can handle the situ-
ation.

Let us take the vector field f ( ' with the Lagrangian
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which breaks the nonstandard symmetries of the vacuum
SKY theory. The dynamics of the matter field is given by
the Euler-Lagrangian (EL) equations of (6.14) whose ex-
plicit form is given in Appendix A. For the coupled sys-
tern we have the following situation.

(i) Equations (3.4) and (3.8b),

(El) )s
= ep(jX (a)(p)Y + T p:0

Q f k ~Q(E2) (a)(b) DkX ( a) (b) +~ (a)(b) —0

(6.15)

(6.16)

are still first-class constraints and their left-hand sides are
expressed by the gravitational symplectic variables (3.16)
and the matter symplectic variables p ( ),f ' ' (cf. Appen-
dix A).

(ii) Equations (3.6),

Cks ~(7 ks+ —ks7 P
) (6.17)

(El) (p)= —,'C"'pks+ T (p)=0 . (6.18)

It follows from (ii) and Refs. 11 and 12 that Eq. (6.18) is a
symplectic first-class constraint.

(iv) Equations (3.8a),

are not symplectic constraints any more.
The right-hand sides of (6.17) are algebraic functions of

the triad components e (, ) as well as of the gravitational
and matter symplectic variables and their spatial deriva-
tives [cf. (A35)]. Thus, the triad components e (, ) as well
as the metric components g;J are algebraic functions of the
symplectic variables and their x" derivatives (see Appen-
dix A for a more detailed discussion).

(iii) The energy constraint reads

Let us observe that Eqs. (6.17), (6.18), and (6.20) coerce
the symmetry and tracelessness of the matter energy-
momentum tensor for a solution of the system. If, how-
ever, for a matter Lagrangian T" is symmetric a priori
then we have only six independent equations for e (, ) in
(6.17) and we are able to determine only P;1 in terms of
symplectic variables. Equations (6.20) are identities and
we have no equations for f'p( '(, ). Such a situation occurs
for the vector field Lagrangian whose kinematic term is
given by the first summand in (6.14). It is almost obvious
that this Lagrangian is invariant with respect to the non-
standard Lorentz transformations.

Another example of an extrasymmetric gravity La-
grangian coupled to a matter field has recently been dis-
cussed in Ref. 65. It has been shown there how such a
coupling breaks the projective invariance of the Einstein
Lagrangian in the scheme of GL(4,R ) theory of gravity.

The method presented above should, in principle, en-
able us to discuss the coupled SKY Dirac system. A
necessary Hamiltonian structure for SL(2,C) gauge
theories of gravity has been presented in Ref. 12.
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APPENDIX A

~Q(E2) (,)(p)
——DkX (a)(p)+s (, )(p) =0, (6.19)

are now second-class constraints. Their time-conservation
conditions lead to equations (El)"(p)=0 (Refs. 11 and 12)
which by virtue of (6.15) are equivalent to

The relations between tetrads and the metric are

(a) (P)g„=e „e vg(~)(p)

g"'=e"( )e'(l3)i)( "~), e=det[e( )k],
(A 1)

w (g) w Qe Dkf(P)+e kP (a)=0 . (6.20)

These equations are second-class constraints. (In fact,
kQthey are the symmetry conditions T = T for the

energy-momentum tensor. ) The time-conservation condi-
tions for (6.20) give rise to three algebraic equations for
f'p' '(, ) [see (A37)].

(v) The dynamics of the gravitational variables
X ( )(p),

Y"' "~) is given by Eqs. (3.9) with the term
s ( )(p) added to their right-hand sides and Eqs. (3.10).

For 36 + 8 =44 symplectic variables X ( )(p),
Y" "~),P ( ),f ' ' we have seven first-class constraints
and six second-class constraints (6.19) and (6.20). Thus
we have 44 —(2&&7+6)=24 degrees of freedom in the
phase space. Sixteen of them are the gravitational degrees
of freedom and eight are matter ones.

It is worthwhile to mention that the number of 16 grav-
itational degrees of freedom (in the phase space) is generic
for Lagrangians at most quadratic in components of cur-
vature (no torsion terms). A generic example is the Fair-
child theory' whose canonical analysis has recently been
presented in Ref. 62. Thus the coupling with matter leads
to a generic R +R theory breaking extraordinary sym-
metries of vacuum SKY gravity.

where g( )(p) and g' "~' are the constant, diagonal Min-
kowski metrics with the signature ( —1, + 1, + 1, + 1).

ADM's lapse and shift are

N =( —g )
' ' N"=g"'g (A2)

F 1

Vl
Pk ~—rg &1

VS al Vl

(A4)

The basic relations for the (3 + 1) decomposition are

gI'~=g~ (N N )iN, g = N—+N'N, , —

gpq gpq g p =X /X
(A3)

gQS HAYS& glkg l

—kJ

e =&—g =( —det[g„„])'

=NV g =N(det[gz~])' =Ne .

ykpq are the coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection for
the metric gpq. For a tensor density F"', :::"" of
weight + r on spacetime we define its bar components by
means of the relations
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where

A 0 ——N, =N, A, =6, ,

'0 ——1/N, 3 ' 0= —N /N,
'

—,=5, (cf. Ref. 64) .

In particular, we define the differential operators

t) = ( I/N)B —(N'/N)r)„(3„= 8„. (A5)

For a spacetime tensor field (tensor density) F'"' with
values in the spaces of corresponding representations of
SO(3, 1), the composition of the boost operation 8'
and the bar operation defines the caret components of
F("' that are spatial tensors (tensor densities) with values
in the spaces of corresponding representations of SO(3).

For the tetrad field we have

e {'),=O,

pB ag(A)J (A9a)

where f( )' ' "
(~) and h )' J are the generators of corre-

sponding tensor representations of SO(3, 1) and GL(4,R),
respectively.

For the connection we define

(p) =~ (p)~. ~

(0. ) (a)

For a spatial tensor density F' ' of weight +I with
values in the space of a tensor representation of SO(3) the
covariant derivative is

Here R '(b) is the Riemann tensor of the SO(3) con-
nection I »(' " on slices.

For a spacetime tensor density F( ' of weight +r with
values in the space of a tensor representation of SO(3, 1)
the covariant derivative is given by the formula

D +(A)B ~ F(A)B ~ +(A)B+ ~ (p)(A) & {~) +{E)BJ {a) (E) & (P)

~p ~Q ~pe (p)
——1, 8 (0) =Or 8 (a)

(A6)
D F(")~—(i F (~» ry

—' F (")s+ & ("""' f' (' F (&)sJ (a) {E) (&) (b)

the quantities e "I, give us triad fields of covectors on the
surfaces of a slicing and e (, ) are the dual triads of vec-
tors tangent to these surfaces. The decomposition of the
connection coefficients I ~' "~' on M gives rise to the fol-
lowing quantities:

f'»' " ', which represent the second

fundamental form of slices,

f'»""", defining a metric compatible

connection on slices,

I,' '"', defining the coefficients of a 0,

connection on slices,

f'0' ""', representing an SO(3)-valued scalar

field on slices .

We have the following decomposition of the Riemann ten-
sor:

R "(0)o» =D I » '(0) —(D»+B»lnN)f' '
( ),

(b)Pk — 0 k (b) + P {P) k (b) k (P) P (b)
(a) (a) (a) Q (0) Q (a) | (0)

qB —p F (A)J
p Jgk q (A10a)

where f(,)'"""'(e) and h~~ J are the generators of corre-
sponding representations of SO(3) and GrL(3,R), respec-
tively.

For the SO(3) connection on slices we define

(a) 3 (a)
(b) = + (b)k (A10b)

In order to define SO(3)-covariant time derivatives we
need Bp connection coefficients for both the anholonomic
and holonomic indices. For the anholonomic indices
these coefficients are f'() ')(b) and for the holonomic indices
we take as connection coefficients the quantities

o~~ =(1/N)BpN~ . (A 1 1)

Therefore we have

We refer the reader to Refs. 64, 12, and 65 where it was
proved that such a choice gives rise to a time derivative
Do covariant with respect to local SO(3) rotations of triads
and the reparametrizations of the slicing

x' x'=x'(x'),
x" x'=x'(x', x') .

(A8a)

(a) Q (a) (a)
(0)pq —Dp + q (0) Dq I p (0)

(a) 3 (a) (a) (0) Q (a) & (0)
(b)pq — (b)pq + p (0) q (b) q (0) p (b) ~

D ~(A)( ) g g (A) y p ~( )B
0 1 g

J (a) (E) 0 (b) p J~q
(A12a)

(A8b) For the SO(3) connection we have

Dpf» (b) =a,r» "(b)—a» i-,"(b)+ i-, '„)i-» '(„)—i-,"'(„)1'»"(d)—a»lnNt', ' („—( 1/N)(3„N~r, '„,
We have the following commutation relations for Dp and Dk derivatives:

[D,D» ]f=8» lnNDof,
~ ~

where f is a scalar function on slices;

[DO,D» ]F=8» lnN [DOF —( 1 /e )Do(e )F]—( 1 /e )(D» Doe )F

(A12b)

(A13a)

(A13b)
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where F is a scalar density on slices of weight 1, and e = V g;

[Do,Dk]f (b)=&kl NDof (b)+~o~k ( I (b)
—D ~k (b)f (d),

where f "(b) is an SO{3) tensor field on slices.
The following formulas can be treated as commutation relations:

Do R (b)pq ={Dp+BplnN)Dof q (b) —{Dq+I3qlnN)Dof'p (b)

D R ( ) ={Dp+(i InN)D f' (
( )

—{D +oqlnN)D f p ( )+Dof p ( )f (o) D—of (
)f'

(a) 3 (a) & (a) & (0) & (a) (0) (a) & (0) & (a) & (0)DQR (b)pq:DQ R (b)pq +DQL p (0)L q (Q) + 4 p (Q)DQ I q (b) DQI q (0)L p ($) 1 q (0)DOl p (b)

Making use of the field equations {3.10') we get

{A13c)

{A14)

D R "(„) = R "(,
)

f' "( )+(8 +(3 lnN)X ' 'pk —{D +8 lnN)X"'" 'p„
Xk(a)(c)— p (0) +Xk(a)(c)— I (0)

{A15)
DoR (b)pq: I o (())R (b)pq + + o (b)R (o)pq {Dp +Bp I Nn)X (b)Pkq

(a) & (a) (0) Q (0) (a) k(a)

+ {Dq +Bq lnN)X (b)Pkp +X (Pkp 0q (b) —Pkq 0p (b) )+X (b) {—Pkp 0q (o)+ykq 0p (o) )

The DQ and Dk derivatives are natural covariant operators
for SO{3)-object-valued spatial tensor fields on the surfaces
of a slicing. In the Hamiltonian formulations of SO{3,1)
gauge theories of gravity, however, most of 3-geometric
quantities are generated by corresponding SO(3, 1)-object-
valued spacetime tensor fields. Let f' '(p) be a field of
SO{3,1) tensors [i.e., a function with values in SO(3, 1) ten-
sors]; then f '(p) is a family of functions with values in
SO(3) objects. We define the dagger derivatives

Dof (p) = dQf (p) + t 0 ( )f (p) t 0 (p)f ( )

{A16)

(a) (a) (a) (~) + (0 ) (a)Dkf (p) =dkf (p)+ I k (.)f (p)
—~ k (p)f ( ) .

We observe that

(p) = Dkf ' '(p)+& (o)~x' '(.)f "(p)

+& (.) ~ k (o)f (p) —fi (p) ~ k (o)f(a) Q (a) (0) (0) Q (d) (a)

Therefore the objects with purely holonomic indices the
dagger derivatives D~ coincide with the D~ derivatives,
e.g. ,

DQgfj DQQ)J r Dkgfj =Dk g fJ ~ {A19)

Q (a) (a)DQ+ s (p) —R (p)Qs

& (a) (a)
(p) =R (p)ks

{A20)

Let {F' '(p)", ) be the system of SO{3) quantities on slices
generated by an SO{3,1)-tensor-valued spacetime tensor
density of weight r. Then we have the following commu-
tation relations for the dagger derivatives:

We would like to emphasize that the dagger derivatives
may be applied only to such SO{3) objects that are gen-
erated by some SO(3, 1) objects. That is to say we are not
able to compute Dkf" iff ' ' is unknown.

For the connection coefficients we define

(p)I x (b)f (o) .(b) (0) (a) {A17)

For SO(3)-tensor quantities with holonomic and anholo-
nomic indices the dagger derivatives are defined by means
of relations {A17). That is,

Dkf (p), , = Dkf (p) v

[ D, &g]F (p) .= D'J (.)F '(p)"-(a) p g P (a) (7) p

J (p)x (a) v

+gP RR m F(a) P
m pij (p) v

n R q (a) p— v R nIJF (P)"q, {A21)

+the correction terms in {A17) . (A18)
I

where R p,j is the curvature tensor of the Riemannian
connection yk q on 0,'

[ D, D ]F,p, = 8 lnN D F (p,",+ D I „F '(p, —Do,pF(a) p ~ (a) p t (a) (~) p f & (a) (a) p

I ~j p+ (p) v+~ m ~j p+ {p) v ~ v~j n+ (p) q (A22)

where A.jqp are the Christoffel-type tensors:

A~qp ———,'g q"[ {D)+B,lnN)Dog„p+ {Dp + dplnN)Dogj

—{D„+(3„1nN)Dogjp] . {A23)

A similar commutation relation can be obtained for D~
operators [cf. (A13) and {A14)].

The Bianchi identities in dagger derivatives

We have

(a)(p)D(kR pq) =0,
'IJ,R ""P)„+{'D„+a, lmlR '"P'„

+{'5,+a, l~)R ""P'.,=0 .
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SO(3, 1)-covariant Lie derivatives were described pro-
foundly in Refs. 64 and 12. Their (3+ 1) decompositions
define SO(3)-covariant Lie derivatives on three-
dimensional slices as well as SO(3)-covariant time deriva-
tives Do. If in corresponding formulas for SO(3)-
covariant Lie derivatives we replace the Dk operators with

Dk operators then we get dagger Lie derivatives on
( A)Bslices. In particular, if F' ' is a spatial tensor density of

weight r with values in SO(3) tensors then for a vector
field u on cr we have

f31. P("»— "tf) P("}I}+rDukF '"»

Dpu—qhqP JP [cf. (A10a)]

In our consideration we also use the dagger Lie derivative

gL with respect to an auxiliary connection gk( }(~}.

Yang-Mills covariant derivatives

For the strength of a Yang-Mills field the covariant
derivative is given by the formula

Dkf }sv—a2f (sv 7 k )sf rv 7 k vf (sr+ C UV ~ 2f }sv ~

D F Ion a+Ion p F ton+ n Ploq+ I g UP von
0 0 q C UV

FImn g gImn+ I g U g Vmn

FIm0 Q F™+CIg U g Vm0

(A2g)

The 3-covariant derivatives for the YM connection
coeScients are given by the formulas

We have the commutation formula

Dof „=(D +a InN)f 0„—(D„+a lnN)f 0 . (A30)

Let us observe that for the Yang-Mills fields the caret
operation coincides with the bar operation. The covariant
operators D~ for the Yang-Mills fields correspond to the
dagger covariant derivatives D~ in gravity.

Canonical variables for a scalar field

D, W' =f"', =a,~' —a.~', +c'Uv~, ~ '.
—a lnXW Io —~'

(A29)
DkA =f k =akA —a A k+c UVA kg

For the corresponding density we have

FIX.v g FIX,v+ I g U FVkv

For the Yang-Mills connection we have

f „,=D„A „=a„A „—a, A „+c UVA pA

In the (3 + 1) decomposition we have

I AI AI I A U AV
Dof on =aQf o IJqnf oq+c Uv&—Qf o

(A25)

p'...= aL. „ya(D,f"),
J(.. =ai. „Iaf(".

The EL equations read
A26

—D~p ( )+J( )
=O ~

(A31)

(A32)

For the Lagrangian (6.14) we have, in the (3 + 1) decom-
position,

For a matter Lagrangian L „=l. „(e' 'k, f' ', Dkf' ')
the matter momenta and current are

AI AI AI AI
DOf mn = aQf mn & mf pn rI nf mq

U A. V+C UV~ Qf mn

Drf On =arf On 'Yr nf Op +C UV ~ Qf On

A V

A AI AI AI AIDrf mn = arf mn 'Pr mf pn F'r nf mq

A. V+C UV~ rf mn

and some formulas for densities

(A27)

po 2)tD f (0)+eep tD f ( )

JI (a)= —e DOf(a) ~

p D f + k (tD f (0)+ s tD f (b))

For the right-hand side of (6.17) we have

(A33)

(A34)

(fks+gksj 0
) gks[ po po(c}+e 2grztp f 1'Q f (c)+ }e2(8p( )tD f (a})2

+ }epo(o}(ep( }ID f(a))+II22e 2f (a)f ]
2—kp —sq(tD f tD f(a))+ }ee k (po +e e p t$ f(a))g sr''D f(c) (A35)

By virtue of (A35) the skew-symmetric part of (6.17) reads

—srt$ s (c)~k —krtD s (c)~s 0«J (c) g «J (c) (A36)

(This is the symmetry condition T"'= T'".)
Now we make use of the following lemma that general-

izes the polar decomposition of a given nonsingular ma-
trix in its symmetric and unitary parts.

Lemma. For a given metric g;~ on o. and a nonsingular
tensor Z„(,) there exists a nonsingular matrix X"k such
that (i) X"';X',5(a)(b)=g;, and (ii) Z„(,}X"k is a sym-
metric matrix.

The matrix elements of X are algebraic functions of
Z„(,} and gq v If we set Z„(,}=D,f(,} and X"'„=e("„ then
we determine the triad components in terms of the com-
ponents of the three-metric and symplectic matter field
variables. Moreover, Eqs. (A36) are satisfied. Now six
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equations that constitute the symmetric part of (6.17) are
algebraic relations for g 'j. These are highly nonlinear
equations but they, in principle, enable us to determine

the three-metric in terms of the gravitational and matter
symplectic variables. The time-conservation conditions
for (6.20) read

(e Dqf '~+e "i,P ~0~)(fo '~,
~

—e '~, ~B, lnN) =expression of symplectic variables and their spatial derivatives . (A37)

If the 3X3 matrix (e Dkf ~"+e ' ip to~) is invertible then we can determine f'0' '~,
~

in terms of symplectic variables
and the quantities d, lnN.

APPENDIX B

If (x,x") are local coordinates consistent with a chosen slicing of spacetime and the surfaces of the slicing are defined
by relations x =const then the components of the unit vector field orthonormal to the slicing are

JV=(1/N, —N "/N) .

If e~
~
=e "~ ~i)/Bx" then the angle coefficients n

~ ~ =e~,A' satisfy relations (5.15).
The gravitational momenta M[, ~

are defined by the formula

M~, ~
=2( —(E2) ~,~~o~[6"~,~

n "n~,~[n —(I+n ~ ')] '
j
—n "(1+n ') '(E2) ~, ~~, ~) . (B1)

It is remarkable that for the SKY theory M[, ] are func-
tions of X [ ~[p~, I ~' "~', their spatial derivatives and n ".
For a general gravitational Lagrangian this is not true.

If B,b,d is a tensor on a three-dimensional manifold
satisfying

B@bed Bgdab r

Bgbcd = —Bbagd =Bbadg

then

abu ggu —
(

t —uug —uc —bd g —bd uu —cu)—

We take the following basis (E ~'~) ), &J in the space of sym-
metric tensors:

dx'dx j for i =j,
(dx'dx'+dx'dx') for i &j

(C2)

Indices in the six-dimensional space spanned by the basis
(C2) are pairs of numbers [jiJ with the natural order

[11), [22), [33], [23), [13[, [12]
If we transform local coordinates on the manifold
cr, x ~x" =x" (x') then

In our case Buq, q =&~u~tis~uq&
' " ',g [«. (3.5)].

(B2)
g, b g, b ——X ",X '"b g,d where X', =0x ' /Bx ',

(C3)

APPENDIX C

We discuss the space of symmetric tensors on a three-
dimensional manifold. We have the following component
representation:

dx dx ~dx dx =X;X dx dx j;
or in matrix form

E~' ~ =(XX)(' ~ E('J~
[zj (C4)

g =g,bdx'g dx
In the explicit form

(C 1)

X';X j for a'=b' and i &j,
(XX)(' )(;~) = 2X';X

~ for a'&b' and i =j,
X';X +X' X"; for a'&6' and i &j .

(C5)

It can be proved that

det[XX]6~ 6 = (det[X]3~ 3) (C6)

(see Ref. 82, pp. 257 —259). Let A be an operator from the space of two-covariant tensor densities of weight —1 to the
space of two-contravariant tensor densities of weight + 2:

A(~) =h,
where
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~=gab(dx'dx ) h BIBx,

b = h "(a/ax'e a/ax b)e ~ "dxg n, 'dx,

& (dx'@ dx~ n, 'a/ax) = ~ "'J(a/ax g a/ax')I(t ~ 'dx ISI ~ 'dx,

g ab g abij—
glJ

where

h dx =dx '
R, dx 6 dx, R, 0/Bx =0/Bx ' 5 8/Bx h, 8/Bx

In the bases E{'JI and F{,bI we write

g (E (V! )
—g M (a" I ('J IF

a(b

Here

(C7)

(CS)

(dx'dx~) A i)/Bx for i =j,
(dx'I3dx'+dx J@dx') h BIBx for i &j

(BIBx'i)/Bx ) h dx h dx for a =b,
F{

(BIBx'BIBx +BIBx BIBx') 6 dx h dx for a &b .

(C9)

In these bases the elements of the matrix [M(' (('~(] read

for a &b and i =j,
2A' ' for a &b and i &j .

Lemma 1. If 2 abed g cdab then

det[M ]6X6 [1/(8 && 36)][E(aiba ((a&b&((a3b3((a&b4(( &ba&((a6b6('4 '4 ~ ]

(C 10)

(Cl 1)

Here e( (( (( (( (( (( (
is the Levi-Civita skew-symmetric symbol in the six-dimensional space and the summation in (Cl 1)

is over all indices [ I in the six-dimensional space.
If the transformation (C3) is performed then

g (ab ((cd( (d ~)—3g a' ~b' ~c' ~d' g ijmn

= (detX)
i (j,m (n

(~~)(a'b'( (~~)(c' d'( g (ij ((mn(

Therefore g kspq kzqW ps+pzqW pk+ kzpw qs+pzpW qk (C12)

det[M(a b ((c'd'(] 'b'=(de~) det[M(ab((cd(]

The determinant is a scalar density of weight 10.
If A 'P is a tensor density of weight 3 having the sym-

metry properties

g kspq g skpq g ksqp

g kspq g pqks

w, "=o, (C13)

It is clear that both the 2 'p and W, ' have 15 indepen-
dent components. The inverse formula reads

W qs 1 g kspq~ (C12a)

where W, p' is a tensor density of weight 2 having the
symmetry properties

then Lemma 2.

1 + {albl I {a2b2I {a3b3I {a4b4I {a5b5I {a6b6I
48 {a 1 b 1 I {a2b2 I {a3b3 I {a4b4 I {a5 b5 I {a6b6 I

8 Clal C2a2 C3a3=
3 &a, a2a3 c, c, c2

1
albl Idl 2b2 2d2 a3b3c3d3

24 1 2 3 bldl 2 b2d2 3Eb3d3c1 (C14)
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APPENDIX D

We prove that the time-maintanence condition of nth order for Eq. (3.19),

(Dl)

gives rise to a consistent system of linear equations for DO gpq In Sec. III we proved this fact for n =1 and 2. Now
we use the inductive method. Equation (Dl) may be rewritten as

n —1

A kspqD (n) — D (n) A kspq — ~ D (i) A kspqQ (n —i)
0 $"pq — 0 $"pq

i =1

or in the operator form

AD '"'y=b . (D2)

The matrix A is singular; therefore the Eq. (D2) has solutions only for b orthogonal to the kernel of the adjoint operator
But 2'= —2 and the kernel of 3* coincides with the one-dimensional space spanned by yk, . Hence the con-

sistency condition for (Dl) reads

n —1

gks 0
(n) g kspq — + ~ D (i) g kspqD (n —i) —

O0'pq 0 gpq (D3)

Skew symmetry of A "'pq [cf. (3.23)] annihilates the first term in (D3). We have

n
D "A

n —1

kspqD (n —i )—
$ pq=

i =1
(i)( A kspq —

)D (n —i)—
0 gks 0 gpq

From the inductive assumption

D()"( A "'Pqgk, ) =0, i = 1, . . . , n —1 .

Hence the left-hand side of (D4) equals

n —1

(j) A kspqD (i —j)— Q (n —i)—
i 0 gks 0 gpq

- j=O
(D4)

(D5)

n —]i —1

2 2 ~'[j'(~ —i)'(i —j)'] 'Do "A""'Do' "pk, Do" 'ppq .
i =1 j=O

If we set r =n —i, r = 1, . . . , n —j —1 then we get
n —2n —j —1

n![j!r!(n—j —r)!] 'Do(j) A "'PqDD" "P~ksDO "~Ppq
j=O r =1

(D6)

(D6')

This expression is invariant with respect to the transformation r~n —j —r and simultaneously it is skew symmetric
with respect to the transformation k, s ~p, q. Therefore it vanishes. The consistency condition (D3) is proven.

APPENDIX E

The time maintenance of constraints (3.4) and (3.8) are given below. If the dynamical equations (3.9) and (3.10) are
satisfied then

( )(p)Do(ep'jX ( )(p) Y ): ( Dp +clpl N)n(X ( )(p)X + Y ( )(p)Y )p J

Do( Dk X (a)(p) ) =0 .

+ ( Bj+ ()J lnN)(X' ' 'X (a)(p) + Y (a)(p) Y )pzp Dj X (a)(p)X pzp (E 1)

(E2)

The time derivatives of the left-hand sides of constraints (3.4) and (3.8) are linear combinations of the left-hand sides of
constraints (3.4), (3.5), and (3.8) as well as spatial derivatives of these quantities.
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